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Armin Baum 

Acts of God in History According to Pagan, Jewish, and Christian Historiography: 

The Contribution of Ancient Historians to the Philosophical and Religious 

Controversy About Divine Revelation and Its Theological Implications 

 

The books of many ancient historians from the New Testament era contained miracle 

reports. This feature distinguishes ancient from modern historiography. However, some 

ancient historians reported miracles more frequently than others. The writers of ancient 

history books also differed in their assessment of the veracity of the miracles which they 

related. In this paper I would like to look at different approaches to miracles in ancient 

historiography. Particularly, I want to examine in what respect the New Testament 

reports about divine acts in history can be distinguished from Jewish and pagan miracle 

reports and the notions of God as well as the religious presuppositions that lay behind 

them. With regard to acts of God in history, at least three ancient views can be identified. 

First, a small group of ancient historians did not speak at all about divine acts in history 

and regarded predictions of the future as impossible. This is true of Thucydides, for 

example. Secondly, many ancient historians believed in the possibility of supernatural 

predictions and considered a natural influence of the gods in history possible. Plutarch 

seems to have held such a position. In the third place, Jewish historians not only assumed 

that predictions of future events had become true but also claimed that their God had 

brought about supernatural historical events. The incompatible theological convictions 

regarding creation and eternal salvation which were connected to and followed from 



these different views formed part of the ancient philosophical and religious dialogue 

between Platonists, Epicureans, Jews and Christians. 

 

 

Craig A. Evans 

Jesus in Islamic and Rabbinic Traditions 

 

The portraits of Jesus (or Īsā) in the Qur‟an and early Islamic literature are fascinating, 

not least because of the opportunities to investigate the origin and interpretation of the 

diverse traditions that underlie these portraits. Some of the Jesus tradition in the Qur‟an 

and early Islamic literature derives from Christians sources, as we should suspect, but 

some of it seems to be creative adaptation of rabbinic traditions relating to major figures 

in Jewish Scripture, such as Abraham, Ishmael, and Moses. The focus of the present 

paper will be the controversial passage in the Qur‟an at 4.157–58, in which Mohammed 

seems to be mediating in Jewish-Christian polemic concerned with the crucifixion of 

Jesus. This passage continues to be hotly debated, with defenders of the traditional view 

that Jesus did not in fact die on the cross challenged by the arguments of more recent 

scholarship that contends that sura 4.157–58 has not been understood correctly. In my 

view aspects of both views are correct. Sura 4.157–58 does seem to deny the Jewish 

claim that they crucified Jesus but the Qur‟anic passage does not necessarily deny that 

Jesus in fact died that in this way he was “received back to Allah.” 

 

 

David Firth 

Inclusion and Exclusion in the Book of Joshua 

 

The book of Joshua is often regarded as being ethnically narrow, with the Canaanites as a 

people to be slaughtered in order to make room for the incoming Israelites. Such a 

reading depends on the hermeneutical flow between Deuteronomy 7 and Joshua going 

only one way, so that the practice of  חרםresults in the extermination of the local 

population. However, a close reading of the final form of the book shows that numerous 



Canaanites are included in the community which is to live in the land, whilst Israelites are 

excluded. The models by which this are done are quite complex, and cross over the 

divide between the chiefly „deuteronomistic‟ material in chapters 1-12 and „priestly‟ 

material which dominates chapters 13-21, with a redefinition of Israel and who is 

included provided by chapters 22-24. Once the hermeneutical flow with Deuteronomy is 

seen to be two directional, a more inclusive vision of what it means to be Israel emerges 

where Israel is understood as a people not opposed to the purposes of Yahweh but who 

only fully engage with those purposes when committed to Yahweh alone. 

 

 

Erhard Gerstenberger 

Plurality of Theologies in Bible and Church-Life 

 

There sure is a need for unified confessions and coherent theology both in individual 

lives, communities and larger church bodies. But in reality we are constantly faced with 

concurring and even conflicting spiritual and theological insights. The Bible as a whole 

offers some “orthodox” or rather “orthopractic” threads (e.g. Deuteronomic, Priestly and 

Pauline theologies), but they are intertwined with colorful theological textures of very 

different origin, meaning and outlook. Why does a canonic Holy Book contain so 

diversified statements of faith, conceptions of the Divine, ethical orientations? One 

reason certainly is the progression of time, reflected in the growth and composition of the 

Bible, and concomitant social and cultural changes undergone by the community of faith. 

Another motif of diversity is given by human idiosyncrasies in constructing religious 

beliefs and the general disability of the mind to comprehend the Absolute. Are there other 

essential traits in Biblical tradition which necessarily lead to the obvious plurality of 

Jewish-Christian witness? And what are the consequences for today‟s believers and 

communities? We do live in a denominationally and religiously deeply divided world. 

How can we position ourselves and our congregations? Do we claim exclusiveness and 

supremacy for our faith? A self-examination of our customary ways to construct doctrinal 

systems of faith – unheard of in pre-Christian antiquity – must accompany all 

deliberations. 



 

 

Hallvard Hagelia 

Sacred Land and Worship 

 

In ancient Israel there appeared to have been some tension between perceiving God as 

mobile and as sedentary.  

The Patriarchs circulated and erected altars at ancient cult places. God was “with” them 

on their journeys. Later they had a portable sanctuary, the tabernacle, before the temple in 

Jerusalem was established as their only legitimate cult place, where people should 

pilgrimage.  

Their land was considered given by YHWH, and outside of their land they were 

considered destined to worship foreign deities (Deut 4:28; 28:36.64), because those 

deities were considered given to those peoples (Deut 4:19). Israel‟s neighbours, like the 

Aramaic officer Na‟aman, imagined that Israel‟s God was chthonic, bound to the earth, 

why he brought back home enough Israelite earth to worship YHWH in Damascus.  

But the Hebrew Bible does not describe the exiled in Babylon as necessarily worshipping 

idols because of the exile. The God of Israel was after all not chthonic, like Na‟aman 

imagined, which was underlined by Jesus, who claimed that worship was not fixed to 

Garisim or Jerusalem. What was the implication of Jesus‟ break with the temple? What is 

it to “worship in spirit and in truth”? 

God is perceived as both the God of Israel and as universal. 

 

 

Jože Krašovec 

The Word in Dialogue and Interreligious Relations 

 

The semantic and hermeneutic range of the biblical concept of the word determines 

religious hermeneutics, directions of developing systematic theology and directions of 

investigation and indicates under which aspects the Jewish-Christian concept of the word 

complements the general concept of the word, and consequently of communication and 



dialogue. For understanding the meaning of WORD in the Bible in all its multiple 

representations and interpretations, it is important to consider the relationship between 

descriptive or narrative and normative or doctrinal ways of expressing beliefs and values. 

Considering the Bible as a whole leads to recognition of a remarkable diversity of 

descriptive and normative ways of expression that are interrelated and support each other. 

Priorities in this or other direction determine considerably interreligious relations. This 

issue will be illustrated by the use of the concept of “justice” and related words in a 

forensic sense of divine retribution and in its redemptive sense of righteousness and grace 

when related to God. When related to human subject the issue is the alternative of justice 

as norm and of righteousness in the sense of faith. Comparison between the use of the 

term of justice or righteousness in Old and New Testaments will be especially helpful. 

 

 

Hans J. Lundager Jensen 

Foreign Religions, Alternative Religions? The Hebrew Bible: 'Monotheism', Idols, 

and Cognitive Care 

 

Most scholars would agree that there is few or no instances in the Hebrew Bible of a 

genuine „monotheism‟; what dominates is different versions of monolatry. The 

relationship between „Israelite religion‟ – or perhaps better „Yahweh-religion‟ and other 

religions is not really a question of true and false religion in an abstract sense, but more 

pragmatically: true for whom? From the perspective of a general history of religion, the 

Yahweh-religion, at least the  „deuteronomistic‟ version, seems to present a puzzling 

combination of „archaic‟ features, in line with other Near Oriental religions, and certain 

characteristics  that are no longer truly „archaic‟, but rather similar to other „axial age‟-

movements, outside the Near Oriental realm. Probably, the Biblical polemics against 

idols belongs to this problematic. I propose to see aniconism as part of the construction of 

the new Yahweh-religion as a dominantly mental phenomena. The argument will rely on 

proposals by Robert Bellah, Mary Douglas, and Peter Sloterdijk and include, more or less 

explicitly, theoretical principles as formulated by Emile Durkheim and Roy A. 

Rappaport. 



 

 

 

Hilde Brekke Møller 

Interreligious Relations: The Case of Jesus and Hanina ben Dosa  

 

This paper explores the possibility that one talmudic healing story, featuring Hanina ben 

Dosa, is the result of influence from the Jesus movement. The story in b. Ber. 34b has 

striking similarities with John 4:43–53. While the figure of Hanina ben Dosa is known 

from the Mishnah (200 CE), this particular healing story first occurs in the Palestinian 

Talmud (400 CE). Chronologically, therefore, the Jesus story predates the Hanina story 

by centuries. Besides, there has been interaction between followers of Jesus and (other) 

Jews, and Jacob Neusner and Peter Schäfer, among others, suggest that rabbinic sources 

were indeed shaped in response to the Jesus movement. In light of this, the most likely 

explanation of the similarities between b. Ber. 34b and John 4:43–53 is that the rabbinic 

story is modelled on the Jesus story. As such, it is an example of how interreligious 

relations from the first millennium CE made its mark on written tradition, and it is a case 

that illustrates strategies that are used in interreligious settings.  

 

 

Robin Routledge 

Creation and Covenant: God’s Direct Relationship with the Non-Israelite Nations in 

the Old Testament 

 

Jonah 4:2 appears to extend an orthodox expression of Israel‟s covenant faith (Exod. 

34:6–7a) to non-Israelites, suggesting a broader covenant relationship between God and 

the world. This can be related to the covenant with Noah, which may also embody a 

covenant implicit within the act of creation itself. The formula‟s close association with 

Sinai, and the link between creation and the exodus, suggest that this relationship with 

creation underlies God‟s covenant with Israel, which might be viewed as a model for his 

intention for all creation. This opens the possibility of God‟s direct action in the history 



of non-Israelite nations, paralleling his dealings with Israel. This paper considers two 

examples: that other nations have „exodus‟ experiences and are allocated land by God 

(Amos 9:7, cf. Deut. 2:3–23); and that he has also apportioned „gods‟ to them (Deut. 

4:19; 32:8–9). It concludes that the OT does not support pluralism: the covenant with 

Israel remains the unique model for what God intends for the world. However, the 

possibility of direct divine engagement with non-Israelite nations has implications for 

attitudes towards other religious groups, and for the possibility of sharing a limited range 

of theological insights. 

 

 

Eckhard Schnabel 

Christians, Jews, and Pagans in the Book of Revelation: Persecution, Perseverance, 

and Purity in the Shadow of the Last Judgment 

 

In Revelation, John addresses the Jewish Christians and the Gentile Christians in the 

churches of the Province of Asia who face social, economic, and religious pressure and 

persecution from both Jews and pagans. In the context of his description of Jesus Messiah 

who is “the Lion of the tribe of Judah” as the crucified and risen Lamb (Rev 5:5, 6), 

John‟s prophetic condemnation of cultural and political systems and their representatives 

who oppose God the Creator and his representatives emphasizes perseverance and purity 

as fundamental values of the followers of Jesus, while anticipating the reality of decisive 

and final judgment for the future when Jesus returns and God judges the dead by what 

they had done. Revelation‟s contribution to interreligious relations consists in a twofold 

emphasis: Christians, as followers of Jesus, do not exact revenge against those who 

mistreat them, as they follow a crucified Messiah and as they continue to be witnesses of 

Jesus Christ (11:1-14); unbelievers, on the other hand, who oppose God and his 

representatives, both Jesus and the congretations of Jesus‟ followers, will face certain, 

decisive, and irrevocable judgment (19:11-21; 20:11-15; 22:11), unless they change sides 

and take the free gift of the water of life (22:17). 

 

 



Christoph Stenschke 

Interreligious Encounter in the Book of Acts and their Significance for 

Interreligious Relations Today 

 

After leaving its early Jewish setting in Jerusalem and wider Judea (with its many 

intrareligious encounters between Christians and Jews, which are a feature throughout 

Acts), Acts also reports a number of interreligious encounters. Jewish Christians meet 

non-Jews of different types, status and cultures. The Lukan picture of interreligious 

encounters is diverse: while there are instances of more or less violent conflict (rarely for 

purely religious reasons!), there are also instances of conflict de-escalation and 

resolution, of co-existence and co-operation and, one might argue, even of assimilation. 

This paper examines representative interreligious encounters in Acts, analyses them and – 

with all respect to the literary genre of Acts, the distance in time and historical 

developments – discusses how the accounts of Acts might help in understanding, 

facilitating and managing interreligious relations today.  

 

 

Lena-Sofia Tiemeyer 

Jonah and the Foreigners: Interreligious Relationships in the Reception History of 

the Book of Jonah  

 

It is well-known that the book of Jonah is filled with foreigners, including not only the 

sailors and the people of Nineveh, but also foreign animals and plants. In fact, all the 

„good guys‟ in the book of Jonah are foreigners. The present paper explores more 

narrowly how these people have been treated by Jewish, Christian, and Muslim exegetes 

through the ages, with a focus on their religious affiliation. Have they been seen as 

righteous Gentiles and true believers, or as apostates and people in need of conversion? 

Moreover, how has the book of Jonah been used in the Jewish-Christian polemic over the 

ages? As we shall discover, many of the Church Fathers depicted the sailors as models of 

tolerance and charity who did not condemn Jonah even when they discovered that he was 

a sinner. They further upheld the sailors as paragons of (Christian) believers who trust in 



God‟s judgment. In contrast, many of the mediaeval Jewish exegetes emphasized Jonah‟s 

testimony about the God of Israel and the sailor‟s ensuing promise to convert. 

 

 

Cornelis Van Dam 

Inter-Religious Relations and the Challenge of Multiculturalism: Some Biblical 

Principles  

 

The influx of immigration from predominantly Islamic countries into the Western world 

has raised fundamental questions about inter-religious relations and the viability of 

multiculturalism . This paper briefly but critically considers the principles undergirding 

the current politically correct view of multiculturalism with notions such as the 

compatibility of all cultures and that religion is only a private matter. After considering 

what defines a nation in light of the Old and New Testament, it will be noted, among 

other things, that being a nation does not necessarily mean having a homogeneous 

population. People of different cultures living together is not just a modern phenomenon. 

Israel was a multi-ethnic society. It is therefore of interest to explore how biblical law 

welcomed immigrants and refugees, encouraged their integration into Israelite society, 

and addressed the issue of religious affiliation. The abiding principles that can be distilled 

from biblical law are then considered in light of the current challenges facing the Western 

world. Some policy suggestions are made with a view to both welcoming immigrants and 

refugees and protecting the identity and culture of the host nation. 

 

 

Tor Vegge 

Interreligious Relations as Witnessed by the NT Letter to the Ephesians 

 

Speaking of interreligious relations related to Early Christianity we would from the outset 

expect more of boundary marking and even polemics than some positive approaching of 

other beliefs with the aim of understanding and tolerance. There may be little to find 

supporting pluralism in early Christian texts. The present paper will discuss how 



utterances in the Letter to the Ephesians, that seem related to interreligious relations, may 

have been read in the first groups of text users. 

The NT Letter to the Ephesians may be a writing witnessing some concepts at home in 

the 2
nd

 or 3
rd

 generation of earliest Christianity. The present paper will look for elements 

in the text mapping groups, identities and boundaries related to the letter‟s audience. The 

text presents a process of reconciliation between entities once being far apart form one 

another (2:11–22). How is this process comprehended? How is ”what once was” (both 

sides) evaluated? How are people now representing “what once was” talked about? The 

text seems to depict “the two” once divided as having transformed into something new. A 

new identity is formed. 

There are further paragraphs in the letter commenting on the identity of the audience and 

the groups they are to identify with and paragraphs marking boundaries. It may be asked 

what elements in a religious semiotic system (beliefs, ethos, experiences, rites) are 

applied in this discussion or formation of identity. 

In addition the deliberations need a short discussion of our concept “religion”. We may 

envisage interreligious relations between established monotheistic book religions. Were 

there comparable situations for Jewish and Christian groups of Antiquity? 

As far as the first groups of Christians were small groups uncertain and ambiguous in 

their identity, and different from Christianity of our time, the discussion also has to take a 

sociological assessment of those groups into account. 

The discussion may proceed in two directions: one more theological discussion of beliefs 

and how they relate to other beliefs, and another more sociological focussing on the 

groups and their identity in society and culture. 

 

 

Markus Zehnder 

Depictions of Interreligious Relations in the Future as Found in the Latter Prophets 

 

There are a number of passages in prophetic books that deal with the relationship of 

Israel and non-Israelite peoples in the future. Some of these texts directly address what is 

now called the “religious” dimension of the relationship. This paper aims at providing an 



overview of the variation and complexity of the pictures presented in these passages. The 

question will then be raised whether there are some common traits that link the 

variegating expectations found in these texts with one another. Finally, observations will 

be made as to how the results of the previous investigation may be related to challenges 

pertaining to interreligious relations in the modern world. 

 

 


